
6 Surprising Reading Facts for English Language Learners 

1. 98% of reading is auditory. Only 2% of reading is visual. Listening to a story and reading that same story will activate the 

exact same pathways in the brain. It’s not where the sensory information comes from but where it ends up in the brain. Our eyes 

act more like ears when we read.  Spanish-speaking children who are learning English as a second language have difficulty 

discriminating between similar English sounds that do not have counterparts in their native language (Ehri et al, 2001, Helman, 

2004). By implementing the sound discrimination training used in the Sound Reading programs, not only the perception of English 

sounds is facilitated, but also the understanding of English spellings and meaning. Activities consists of exposing English Language 

Learners (ELLs) to strategically controlled listening exercises that require the students’ active attention to spoken words and its 

assigned meaning (e.g., “grill” versus “girl”). ELLs build their auditory skills to better differentiate between speech 

sounds/phonemes while learning the associated letter(s)/graphemes. Matching pictures to spoken words improves ELLs English 

vocabulary skills and the understanding of assigned words.   

 

2. Seven out of eight students with reading problems in first grade continue to struggle with reading in 9th grade. They 

get better but never catch up. Improving listening skills is often the easiest route to improving reading skills.

 

3. Listening skills (including phonemic awareness, auditory attention, auditory sequencing, and listening vocabulary) are the most 

important factors in natural reading. Teachers often notice that the child who has a hard time listening to a story also struggles to 

read. Reading is an important part of learning English, reading provides ELLs the opportunity to hear and see how English grammar 

works. Students focus on their ability to listen and follow directions and understand verbal explanations.  

 

4. The biggest obstacle to comprehension is lack of fluency- ELLs build fluency by enhancing their ability to read English words 

accurately and automatically. Lack of fluency means students concentrate on decoding the individual words in a text and have no 

“brain” power left to focus their attention on the text's meaning. Sound Reading programs build word recognition skills and specific 

activities that are designed to contribute to oral language development in English. As students practice reading English text 

accurately and automatically they start to remove the obstacle of decoding individual words to developing vocabulary and word 

knowledge.

 

5. The National Reading Panel in America found that phonics instruction was of marginal benefit unless a student has 

well-developed phonemic awareness.  Sound Reading programs provide differentiated instruction for ELLs with multisensory 

experiences. Students not only see the printed words in the text but must also manipulate letter tiles creating exposure to multiple 

English sounds. Interactive word-building activities such as “Construct a Word” enable ELLs to generate words and also match 

words and pictures that rhyme. Ample practice in phonemic awareness provides ELLs the opportunity to identify, categorize and 

produce initial, middle and final sounds in words with the corresponding letter(s). 

 

6. The main reason English is so difficult to speak, listen to and to read is because spoken English has an exceptional 

number of vowel sounds (phonemes). The ability to hear and identify individual sounds is what separates natural readers from 

struggling readers. Many ELLs learn to recognize English spelling rules and show less errors – which not surprisingly — are with 

vowels. 


